I. INTRODUCTION
A Hermitian potential between nucleons in the baryon ground state has been the standard description of the nucleon-nucleon (NN} interaction' for the purposes of microscopic nuclear-structure calculations. Such 
In Eq. (6) 
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is related to the transition matrices T((d) and
The operator Q'( )(dis defined as The two-body transition matrix defined by
The relation (34} holds for any two Hermitian potentials V and V and is derived in Appendix B.
We note that because of Eq. to the lack of knowledge on the two-body interaction, the off-diagonal part of o' is not determined, but has to be parametrized.
Given P' from the construction of the real unitary operator & X(E,}c&,Ig(E,) c&,) the complete off-shell transition matrix &x(E,)a, lT'(&d) lx(E, )o,) needed for Eq. (3Vb) is given in terms of &II&' using Eq. (33b). 
